
Materials:
45-Silky Beads

36 Color A and 9 Color B
10 Rulla Beads

18 3mm Crystal Bi-cones
1-2 grams 15/0 seed beads

8lb thread8lb thread
Makes 7 1/4 inch Units are 3/4 inch
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Five of Diamonds Bracelet made with Silky and Rulla Beads
By Laura Graham Desert Star Creations 
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Legend:

Sil = Silky Bead
 

15/0 = seed beads

3mm = Crystal Bicone

Rul = Rulla Bead

Grayed Out = Existing beads

Introduction:
This is a fun bracelet made by using a modified Right Angle Weave (RAW) and some simple edge work. 
It is a beginners level but prior knowledge of RAW is helpful and proper thread tension is needed. When 
working with these Silky beads they have a top and bottom and require that you pick them up a certain way,
by left hole or right hole, I have them explained more below in my Legend. If you wish to do a two color 
version like the gray and teal, look for the (A) and (B) in the instructions. It works up quick and easy and 

can be made with two wing spans of thread with a stop bead at 8 inches for the clasp at end. Happy Beading! can be made with two wing spans of thread with a stop bead at 8 inches for the clasp at end. Happy Beading! 



4. Pick up 5 15/0. Sew over Silky and down open hole. Pick up 15/0, Rulla, 15/0. Sew down open 
hole of bottom right Silky. Pick up 5 15/0. Sew over the end of Silky and up through the inside hole of

right bottom, center and right top Silky. Sew through the top 15/0’s, Silky and through the 15/0, Rulla, 15/0.
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3. Pick up 15/0, 3mm, 15/0, Sil-LH (A)
Sew up the open hole of the center 

Silky (B) from last step. Pick up Sil-LH (A),
15/0, 3mm, 15/0. Sew down the top
left Silky, down the center and out the 
bottom left Silky, inside hole. Sew through
 the 15/0, 3mm, 15/0 and Silky the 15/0, 3mm, 15/0 and Silky’s just 
added to exit out the top Silky.
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1. Pick up Sil-LH (A), 15/0, Rul, 15/0, 
Sil-LH (A), 5 15/0. U-turn down the open
 hole of the last Silky we picked up. 

2. Pick up Silk-RH (B). Sew through
the first Silky we picked up in last step.
Pick up 5 15/0. Sew back up the Sil-LH and 
sew through all the beads again to exit 
the bottom Sil (A). See Diagram
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5. Thread should be exiting the 15/0 
past the Rulla. Pick up 2 15/0, Sew up 
through the open hole of Rulla. Pick up 2 
15/0. Sew through the 15/0 above the Rulla, 
the Rulla and all beads just added to exit 
the 1st 15/0 past the Rulla out new hole. 
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7. After last unit and ending on step 5 (the Rulla with picot), pick up 7 15/0 and half your clasp. 
Sew back through the Rulla in the same direction to create loop. Sew through again to secure. 

Tie off, end thread. Repeat this step with tail for the other half of clasp.

Any questions, email me! 
laura@desertstarcreations.com

Please give credit when posting any pictures or
items for sale on the internet. 

6. Pick up Sil-LH, 5 15/0. Sew over top and go through the open hole of the silky just added. 
Pick up Sil-RH, Sil-LH, 5 15/0. Sew around and through last Silky added, the 15/0, Rulla, 15/0
and all beads added. Stop when thread is exiting the bottom Silky. Repeat steps 3-6 to length.
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